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Abstract. In this paper we present the development of a collaborative
community using exclusively open source software. After the definition
of the functional requirements of the project, we focus on finding specific
software components to satisfy these requirements. The intention was
to minimize the development effort and labor, relying on open source
software. As a result, the platform was developed writing less than 10%
of the required code and reusing more than 20 software components,
not counting the software dependencies. The new components developed
form our contribution to the community.
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Introduction

Social networks have influenced the way that modern web applications are operating. A large number of them have adopted many characteristics of social
networks, such as user profiles, real time notifications, instant messages, definition of users relationships, history of user actions, etc. Moreover, social network
technology has been established as a prominent way of communication between
members of an organization or enterprise [3]. Smart Communities as these are
defined in [5], understand the potential of Internet technology, and make a conscious decision to adopt this technology to transform life and work in significant
and positive ways [7]. Social software systems aim at the production of specific
artifacts, thereby inviting users to participate in goal-oriented activities [4].The
user to user interaction is a major feature of collaborative communities.
In collaborative communities, leadership is decentralized and structured horizontally, a feature that makes communication on those groups more personal
and more conversational than in other traditional groups. For that reason, in
environments like those described above, the workflow and processes in general need to be highly adaptive and loosely structured in order to make ideas
cross-fertilized and generate rich opportunities for innovation [6].

Such an adaptive process lies within the framework of the LIFE ReWeee
Project, which aims to facilitate and promote Electrical and Electronic Equipment exchange and donation among households or households and public / private bodies so as to prevent the creation of Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment (WEEE). [8]
Reuse of electrical and electronic equipment is among the top priorities in
the EU waste hierarchy. In order to enhance the public perception towards the
reuse of electric appliances and the prevention of WEEE generation, an initiative has been undertaken by a group of partners, which is implemented via
the LIFE+ ReWeee project 1 . ReWeee Project includes a major action which
is the development of a web-based collaborative platform for donating and exchanging Electrical and Electronic Equipment (EEE). That platform is used by
households, companies and public services and its success lies within the social
communication between volunteers and their collaboration in order to achieve
the best possible result.
The challenge was to build the ReWeee platform using FLOSS and reuse
as many software components as possible. Due to the previous experience of
building applications with social characteristics, the development team decided
to build the platform using the Django framework 2 .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the project
requirements are presented alongside with the collaborative platform perspective. Section 3 highlights how FLOSS could satisfy the above presented platform
requirements by not only using as-is or extending existing Django applications,
but also by developing new ones. The final section refers to the conclusion that
can be drawn for FLOSS adoption in web application development, while the
contribution of this work is presented as well.
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Project Requirements

In ReWeee Platform, users are categorized in three main types. These are guest
users, registered users and administrators, that differentiate themselves as far
as their granted permissions upon the use of the platform is concerned. More
analytically, registered users are divided in two categories: a regular user, called
civilian and an NGO user, indicating a representative of an Non Government
Organization, while administrators include two different role types. The first
one, the manager, which is responsible to validate a NGO through a provided
official document (e.g., statute) and update the terms and conditions document
for the platform and the second one the administrator whose responsibilities
include user management, product categories management etc.
As far as the platform user authentication is concerned, when any unregistered user visits the web platform for the first time, he gets prompted to register
into it, by creating a user account. The platform can authenticate users either
as usual, namely, via an email and a password or from the most popular social
1
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networks (i.e., Twitter, Facebook and Google Plus). This account can be created
by giving to the platform the necessary permissions for using personal user data.
For NGOs there is a second level of validation when a new NGO user subscribes
to the ReWeee platform.
After a successful registration, the, from now on, registered platform user,
is able to submit an advertisement donating or exchanging an item, to declare
interest for an existing product and propose an offer to acquire it, as well as to
communicate with any other user who owns a desirable electric device. Products
are categorized in a multilevel hierarchy which was provided by the committee
of the ReWeee project. A product belongs to a lower level of hierarchy.
ReWeee platform enables messaging and notifications for its users so as to
enhance communication and collaboration for product exchange. Namely, whenever user expresses interest on a product, the owner of the product is notified
via email and through a notification inside the platform. In this product exchange process the involved role interaction can either be civilian-to-civilian and
civilian-to-NGO.
Moreover, a registered user is not only able to search a product but also to
has a profile with information about his/her location, products, and rating in
which he can activate or deactivate an uploaded product. A registered platform
user can also comment in any advertisement that he had made use of. That way,
either the platform administrators or the appropriate users will be notified for
either the category change proposal or the commenting in an advertisement.
Finally, the stakeholders of the ReWeee project would like to view some
statistics about the products exchanged in specific periods of time, how many
users have been registered and are active etc. These reports are produced at any
time through the administration environment of the platform.

Fig. 1: Collaborative platform perspective

For the development of the collaborative platform and the satisfaction of its
requirements described above, an implementation strategy should be adopted.
More specifically, as it is projected in Figure 1, firstly, a set of already existing
packages should be reused in order to reduce coding effort and testing. Secondly,
some existing packages could undergone minor changes so as to adapt in project
development requirements. Thirdly, several new packages should be developed
for the satisfaction of requirements that the reuse of existing packages could not
satisfy.
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Satisfying project requirements with FLOSS

The collaborative platform architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. The operating
system of all servers is Debian Linux. The platform is a multi-layered application,
where the user interface is based on bootstrap front-end framework (forming the
django views), the data are kept in a Postgres database and the business logic
is implemented using django framework. A number of reusable software components, called django packages or django applications were used in order to provide
the required functionality. Users management is relying on python-social-auth
and registration applications, while users interaction/communication is based
on django-messages and notification applications. The products definition and
exchange mechanism is based on the product application, which was developed
because there was not available any related application. Table 1 summarizes the
reused django applications and the reusability level of each one. Moreover, some
new django packages were developed to support the complete set of functional
requirements.
3.1

Django Framework

Django is a high-level Python Web framework that encourages rapid development and clean, pragmatic design. It is based on Python programming language.
Django follows the model-view-template (MVT) architectural pattern3 . It is distributed under BSD license. Django-packages4 is a directory of reusable django
applications.
3.2

Extending Django User Model

To support the required user roles, the default django user model was extended.
A UserProfile model class holds the common attributes of the users such as the
display name and two specific classes, extending the UserProfile class, namely
CivilianProfile and NGOProfile are defined for the specific user roles of the
community.
3
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Fig. 2: ReWeee platform architecture

3.3

Supporting Periodic Tasks

To satisfy specific functional requirements, such as constraints about the amount
of products that are exchanged between the users, it was necessary to periodically
check the amount of products exchanged per user. Moreover, for optimal process
completion control, it is required to check whether an exchange is completed on
time.
More specifically, reminders are being sent to user for completing a product
exchange / donation on time. An asynchronous task manager software could
satisfy these requirements. Celery5 is an asynchronous task queue/job queue
based on distributed message passing . It is focused on real-time operation, but
supports scheduling as well. Due to the fact that it is written in Python, it is
easy to integrate with django. Celery uses brokers to pass messages between a
Django Project and the Celery workers. Redis is an open source (BSD licensed),
in-memory data structure store, used as a database, cache and message broker.
Redis can serve as the message broker for the Celery. Supervisor6 was used in
order to run the celery worker and scheduler as daemon processes.
3.4

Reusable Applications with minor changes

Although the plenty of the reusable django application were exploited, in two
specific cases there was a need to modify some of them to feet the requirements
of the platform. The first case is the notification mechanism, where the html
5
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templates of the application needed an extension to support all the attributes of
the exchange events. The second case was the registration application, where a
new step of verification was injected at the registration process.
Notifications Notifications are a major characteristic of social networks. For
that reason, in the case of our platform the notifications application was widely
used as the whole task flow was mainly driven by the interchange of notifications
and actions from the platform users. More analytically, notifications occurred
whenever a user expressed interest on a product, when an offer was accepted /
rejected or even when a user confirms or aborts an agreement about an exchange.
That way a notification event was triggered for another platform user which
could lead to another platform activity. To support this functionality, the djangonotifications package (see Table 1) was extended.
Registration Due to the platform user requirement analysis and the categorization of roles that are involved, an extension was made to the default Django
Registration application. More specifically, on the one hand, for the NGO user,
an advanced authentication method was implemented as it was mentioned above.
Registration process was the same as with the plain users but its complexity involved, a formal document inspection (organization statute) from one of the
administrator roles, the Platform Manager. The NGO user was inactive unless
its statute was verified. On the verification, an email informs the user of the
successful registration. On the other hand, for all the user types, it was planned
to provide the functionality of signing in the platform using a social network
choosing from the major ones (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, Google Plus). For the implementation of this platform feature, the appropriate APIs were used. During
the authentication on each social network, the user defined which information
platform could use (email, username, etc.).
3.5

Developed Applications

User Profiles A civilian has a private profile (Figure 3a), which is accessible
only from logged in users. An NGO user has a public profile, where basic info
are presented such as the name of the organization, the location (only area/city,
no specific location), the document that certifies the fact that this organization
is an NGO. For all user profiles rating information, along with comments from
other users are presented. Moreover some statistics about the products that this
individual has received and provided. Moreover a products list link and a send
message link are provided.
Product A user can create products that he/she would like to exchange. For
each product a name, a state, a description and some images can be used to
characterize the product (Figure 3b). Also the date that the product was added
is kept. Moreover, a user can express interest on acquiring a product. Upon

Table 1: Reused Django applications
operation

library name

reusability

messaging

django-messages

notifications

django-notifications

categories

django-categories

as is

import/export

django-import-export

as is

rating

django-star-ratings

as is

autocomplete

django-autocomplete-light

as is

upload multiple files

django-multiupload

as is

avatar

django-avatar

as is

pagination

django-endless-pagination

as is

captcha

django-recaptcha

as is

terms and conditions

django-termsandconditions

as is

cookies disclaimer

django-cookie-law

as is

contact form

django-envelope

as is

notify on model changes

django-fieldsignals

as is

bootstrap forms

django-forms-bootstrap

as is

registration

django-registration

as is
modified

modified

social network authentication python-social-auth

as is

model translation

django-modeltranslation

as is

admin ui

django-jet

as is

task manager

celery

as is

message broker

django-redis

as is

(a) A user profile page

(b) A product in a leaf category

Fig. 3: A user profile and product view

each interest declaration a user can define if he/she wants to provide some of
his/her products to support the specific exchange. Every time a uses expressed
interest on a product, the owner of the product is notified via email and by
a notification inside the platform. Here he/she can review the details of the
exchange and he/she can accept or decline the exchange. On the acceptance, the
users are physically exchanging the products and one last step is that the user
that acquires the product(s) is responsible to verify the exchange and has the
ability to rate the acquired products.
Products are categorized to leaf categories and a user can check the number
of products in each category hierarchy, as shown in Figure 4. To effectively categorize the products, the django-categories application was exploited. Djangocategories relies on django-mptt package 7 [1], which provides utilities for implementing Modified Preorder Tree Traversal with Django Models and working
with trees of Model instances.
Location The need for the development of a new django application for location
is based on that there was not available a simple, reusable application where a
user could select a location using the Google Maps API and store this location
to user profile. Figure 5 presents the form where a user declares his/her area. A
developer can define specific attributes that are maintained in the datastore (for
example he/she could store only the area and the city, not a specific address).
3.6

Discussion

What was obtained throughout this development process was mainly the inspiration not only to reuse but also to contribute to the FLOSS community. Using
7
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with

django

models.

Fig. 4: Products categories

Fig. 5: User location definition

existing software components from other developers promotes the interoperability and applicability of software components as the result of minor modifications
ending in code refactoring and optimization. As an observation, in our case, the
development phase was decreased by around 70%, since the developed -from
scratch- code represented less than 10% of the total project. The remainder
of the development phase was used to test and integrate the adopted code, to
make the appropriate modifications and integrate the feedback of the final users
in order to ensure the platform acceptance. Obviously, the developed software
components are planned to return to the open source community as our contribution in building a collaborative community. The ReWeee platform is currently
in internal testing mode from the participants. We are currently refactoring the
code and developing integration tests in order to ensure the interoperability with
the Django underlying environment.

4

Conclusions

Open source software developers reuse code because they want to integrate functionality quickly, because they operate under limited resources in terms of time
and skills, and because they can mitigate development costs through code reuse
[2]. Although there is a large number of reusable software components available,
the reusability, the customization and the development of new components is not
a straightforward process. The documentation, the code quality and the tests included in a software repository are some of the criteria that a developer could
rely on in order to select the appropriate software.
However, using existing software, it helps the maintainability of the software,
software bugs are resolved and refactoring is performed in order optimize the
performance and the security. Our contribution was two-fold, as it primarily
aimed to minimizing labor through the reuse of existing work and secondly to
be set as a contribution of ”FLOSS on top of FLOSS”, namely to create reusable
code and libraries which would be returned back to the FLOSS community.
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